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About This Content

THE GIRLS OF TIME TRAVEL...

This DLC will upgrade Time Tenshi 2 to Time Tenshi 2: Special Edition! For an overview of the new features, please read
below!

(Please note: You must have the original version of Time Tenshi 2 on Steam in order to purchase and use this DLC. You will need to
start a new save file.)

Who will you romance?

Your decisions in all the new choices throughout the story will influence which girls you can accompany in any of the in-depth
new unlockable scenarios, covering everything from visiting new locations in history... to going on a date!

Think carefully how you answer each choice to gain positive Affinity Points for that girl!

About Time Tenshi 2: Special Edition

Exciting, well-written and in-depth new scenarios with plenty of suspense and ecchi!

Romance-driven choices and multiple routes to unlock, with an ending that depends on your big decision!
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Quality, new character art, illustrations and backgrounds, all drawn by professionals!

Plenty of ecchi fanservice moments throughout!

All of us at Silver Cow Studio have worked really hard to bring you a high quality production, and we're confident you'll really
enjoy the new features in this Special Edition of Time Tenshi 2!

How far can the limits of time be stretched?

What dangers does the future hold?

And is the mysterious, ancient force... truly unstoppable?

-- -- --
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Publisher:
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Best DLC I hope you creators update the DLC to add a Hearm ending and one more mission all together. Totally recomended
waitting for another DLC. Aside from a few ecchi dating scenes, this DLC doesn't add that much. If you really liked Time
Tenshi 2 then go ahead, but don't expect much in terms of dramatic changes. It's a nice addition for people who are playing the
game for the first time, but for people who already own the game and are buying this DLC version I'm not sure if it's worth it as
much, and if you're knew to the game you should just buy the regular Special Edition. But I'm assuming you're here because you
liked TT2, so you might as well try it if you want more conveniently covered boobs.. Totally recomended waitting for another
DLC. Best DLC I hope you creators update the DLC to add a Hearm ending and one more mission all together. Aside from a
few ecchi dating scenes, this DLC doesn't add that much. If you really liked Time Tenshi 2 then go ahead, but don't expect
much in terms of dramatic changes. It's a nice addition for people who are playing the game for the first time, but for people
who already own the game and are buying this DLC version I'm not sure if it's worth it as much, and if you're knew to the game
you should just buy the regular Special Edition. But I'm assuming you're here because you liked TT2, so you might as well try it
if you want more conveniently covered boobs.
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